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Making a difference in the wellness of people.

A high Wellness risk indicates a heading for healthcare troubles. 
Businesses have a financial interest in keeping their workforce well.

We measure two types of wellness risk. 
• Wellness-Science-Risk, Multidimensional 

This indicates how far away from wellness science you are living. 
• Wellness-Perception-Risk. Wellness perception risk is where you perceive your

wellness to be in relation to where it actually is.

Get your wellness risk measured anonymously online today and learn your wellness profile.
Contact us for details and enrol in our wellness research program.

Get your Wellness Risk Calculated today online, anonymously.

info@WellnessRisk.com

Business, Business, Business
Business and Wellness

Business is an ideal place to make a
wellness approach to the public.
Business has an investment motive
for keeping it’s workforce at the low
end of wellness risk. 

The Business of Wellness
• We divide management and workers into separate wellness research cohorts.
• We put numbers to multidimensional Five Pillar Wellness, a science-based program to

improve community wellness. 
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Measuring, Managing and Mitigating Wellness Risk

Enrol today and have your business measured for it’s wellness profile. 

Every hour of every day millions of people awaken. 

For everyone, 

one thing is certain. 

They must behave in a way that lessens their stress or they will die young. 

With a genetic ability  to live 115 years or more, most humans will die young. 

Their race, is to survive the onslaughts of a harsh world, and the onslaughts of their own kind. 
Their key, is their intelligence, their ability to step outside the animal world using their thinking. 

Wellness risk is their main obstacle to conquer. People conquer risk by learning. Many do a far
better job at conquering risk than others. BUT, all can learn new ways. We now have a way to
measure Five Pillar Wellness and help people do a better job at winning the race of life. We have a
new tool to measure wellness risk. We would be happy to discuss that with you. 

Healthcare .... Disease care. For sure people want disease care but, they have a keen interest in
healthcare. A statement like that makes one wonder what the difference is between disease care
and healthcare. We know the difference. Contact us. info@WellnessRisk.com
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